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Abstract-Height-integrated Joule heating has been calculated from simultaneous observations of field-
aligned currents and precipitating electrons made by the Defense Meterorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) satellite F7. The DMSP/F7 satellite provided nearly continuous data from January 1984 to
October 1987. In this paper we use data from January 1984 to December 1985, a period of nearly uniform, o IS
low solar EUV flux near the minimum of the sunspot cycle. By assuming that the majority of the observed
field-aligned currents connect through the ionosphere via local Pedersen currents, we have calculated the
local Joule heating rates. By combining Joule heating observations from multiple orbits, a survey of Joule
heating vs magnetic latitude, magnetic local time, magnetic activity level and season has been compiled. 6
In addition, the average magnetic deflection vector has been compiled. Our survey of the distribution of
Joule heating has finer resolution than previous survcys, and is comparable with previous case studies. We
have found evidence that the source of the field-aligned current into/out of the dayside cusp is on open
field lines and that the source of the field-aligned current into/out of the auroral zones is on closed field
lines.

I. INTRODUCTION in strength and affects a wide area as geomagnetic
activity increases. In most cases, most of the momen-

The input of energy to the ionosphere is important to tum transfer occurs in the ionospheric E-layer (90-
the dynamics and structure of the upper atmosphere. 160 km altitude). The transferred momentum partially
Energy deposited in the ionospheric E-layer and lower goes into a temperature increase of the thermosphere
F-layer is transferred to the neutral atmosphere, or and ionosphere and partially into a change in the
'thermosphere' at altitudes of 90-300 km. The result neutral wind velocity. BUCHERT and LA Hoz (1988)
of this energy deposition is a change in the neutral reported a highly local, highly disturbed case when
density at altitudes of 90-600 km which affects the v,,,, 7 3.8 km/s (or equivalently E t 190 mV/m),
drag on low-altitude satellites and changes their posi- which transferred energy to the ions and neutrals caus-
tion and orbit lifetime. At magnetic latitudes below ing To, -t: 12,000K and :zt,a 600 m/s in the F-
55 . solar UV which varies with the I I yr sunspot region. If the ionospheric electric field is roughly con-
cycle is the dominant source of energy input to the stant for several hours, both the E-region and F-region
ionosphere and neutral atmosphere. At high latitudes, neutral winds will be deviated toward the same direc-
the five major sources of energy input in their approxi- tion as the ion convection. In the lower F-region, the
mate order of importance are: solar UV, Joule heat, neutral winds can almost be the same as the ion flow
precipitation of energetic (5 eV-30 keV) particles velocity. The E-region neutral winds are deviated by _____
(especially electrons), plasma wave heating and a few hundred meters per second or less. As the neutral M
energy transport from the lower atmosphere. In flow is deviated toward the ion flow, the ion flow r
winter when the solar UV input is low or absent, Joule momentum transfer decreases.
heating, particle precipitation and energy transport The energy input to the high-latitude ionosphere
from the lower atmosphere are the dominant energy from particle precipitation has been extensively sur- 0
inputs to the high-latitude atmosphere in the altitude veyed using data from the DMSP satellites, using data I
range of 90-600 km. from the NOAA/TIROS satellites (FULLER-ROWELL

Joule heating is the transfer of momentum from and EVANS, 1987) and by other researchers. HARDY M

ionospheric ions to the neutrals. The ions gain etal. (1985, 1989) and GussFNHOVEN etal. (1985) have
momentum from an electric field imposed upon the given detailed maps of the energy flux of precipitating
high-latitude ionosphere by the magnetosphere. The electrons and ions observed by DMSP. HARDY et
electric field, and thus the ion momentum, increases al. (1987) have calculated average height-integrated
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conductivities due to precipitating electrons observed istical model if the inputs to the physical model are
by DMSP. The energy input from Joule heating has complete and accurate enough. However, the TGCM
not been as extensively studied because it cannot be or a similar dynamic model needs many inputs. One
measured as easily or as directly. Studies have shown of these is an accurate time series describing the lati-
that Joule heat represents 60--90% of the energy input tudinal and local time distribution and the quantity
from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere [e.g. VICKREY of Joule heat flowing into the high-latitude iono-
et al. (1982), EMERY et al. (1985), EVANS et al. sphere.
(1987) and AHN et al. (1989a)]. Height-integrated Joule heating (W/m 2 ) of the

While the solar IV input is slowly varying, the high-latitude ionosphere can be determined by several
energy input from Joule heating and precipitating par- different techniques. KILLEEN el al. (1984) used simul-
ticles varies over several orders of magnitude (from taneous measurements of the ionospheric plasma drift
>0.1 W/m-" to <0.001 W/m 2 in local areas and from velocity and the neutral wind velocity to determine
> 10'' W to < 10' W across the high-latitude region) the differential velocity which is used together with a
on time scales of geomagnetic storms and substorms. model atmosphere to determine the Joule heating
Geomagnetic substorms generally occur several times rates. BARON and WAND (1983) used incoherent radar
per day with a rise time of 10-20 min and decay time to mea:sre ion drifts, which cause Joule heating.
of 30 min-2 h. Geomagnetic storms occur 10-20 times and the ion and neutral temperature enhancements,
per year with a rise time of 1-12 h and a decay time which are caused by Joule heating. KAMIDE and
of 1-6 days. Geomagnetic substorms occur more fre- BAUMJOHANN (1985) and KAMIDE et al. (1989) have
quently and with more intensity during storm used data from a network of ground magnetometers
periods, to determine the horizontal ionospheric currents

During geomagnetically active periods, the density which are used together with a model of ionospheric
of the neutrals in the altitude range from 90 to 600 conductivity to determine the Joule heating rates.
km during the winter season changes by 50-200% KAMIDE et at. (1986) and AHN el al. (1989a.b) used
relative to geomagnetically quiet periods. The MSIS ground magnetometer data to determine ionospheric
model (HEDIN et al., 1977a, b; HEDIN, 1983, 1987) is currents and satellite data to determine ionospheric
a statistical computer model widely used to calculate conductivity to calculate Joule heating for individual
the neutral density profile of the thermosphere. The timeperiods. AHN et al. (1989b) also showed that the
MSIS model is a complex table-look-up algorithm use of model conductivities instead of conductivities
based upon the average observations obtained under obtained simultaneously with the currents can signi-
varying conditions. The MSIS model has a simple ficantly affect the Joule heat calculations. HEELIS and
method of varying the neutral density with geo- COLEY (1988) used ion drift data with ion temperature
magnetic activity which is dependent on the instan- data from DE-2 to obtain the local Joule heating rate
taneous geomagnetic activity, weakly dependent on (W/m3) and the ion drifts with a model conductivity
the history of geomagnetic activity, weakly dependent to obtain the height-integrated Joule heating rate.
on magnetic latitude and independent of magnetic FOSTER et al. (1983) and RICH et at. (1987) used
local time. By comparing the density observed with simultaneous satellite data to estimate both the cur-
satellites in the altitude range of 300-600 km, MARCOS rent and the conductivity.
(1989) found the standard deviation between the For this study we use simultaneous magnetic field
measured and model values to be approximately 5% and precipitating electron data from a low-altitude,
near the Equator for all levels of geomagnetic activity polar-orbiting satellite to calculate the Joule heat per
and 15-20% at high latitude during active periods, unit area along the satellite track. By using a large
with individual observations differing by more than body of data from many satellite passes through the
30 %. A physical computer model of the neutrals at high-latitude region. we have determined the average
high latitude is the Thermospheric General Cir- Joule heat input as a function of magnetic latitude.
culation Model (TGCM) (KILLEEN and ROBLE, 1984, magnetic local time, geomagnetic activity, season and
1986). The TGCM computer model includes a set of orientation of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field
fluid dynamic expressions to follow a model ther- (IMF). The basic method of calculating the Joule heat
mosphere with time varying heat inputs. The TGCM along the satellite track was given by RIcH et al. (1987)
model can account for phenomena such as the time using the DMSP/F7 satellite as the source of the data.
delay between the input of heat to the ionosphere For this study. we have modified the method as
and the increase of drag for low-altitude satellites, described below. We have used 2 yr of DMSO,F7
In principle, a physical model can provide a more data consisting of approximately 6000 orbits (12.000
accurate description of the thermosphere than a stat- passes). Here we report on the results of the survey.
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2. INSTRUMENTATION DMSPIF7
Comtxned:

12North -

Magnetic field and particle precipitation measure-Sot
ments are taken from the DMSP/F7 satellite, which
was placed into a circular, polar orbit at 832 km
altitude in November 1983. Data are available almost
continuously from December 1983 to October 1987.
In this study, we used all available data from I January /
1984 to 31 December 1985. The solar cycle was near
the minimum during this period. the monthly average
of the 10.7-cm radio flux, which is assumed to cor-
relase well with the solar EUV flux and the sunspot
number, was always close to 80 x 10 -- 22 W/(m Hz)_ 06
adjusted to I AU. Thus the results of this report are 80'* 70' 60

representative only of sunspot minimum conditions. U
The satellite orbit plane is Sun-synchronous along

the 1030-2230 Local Time meridian and has a 98.7
inclination. Due to the offset of the geomagnetic pole t!
from the geographic pole," the satellite crosses
most magnetic latitude/magnetic local time regions
poleward of 55 after combining the northern and
southern hemisphere orbit tracks. The only high-lati-
tude region not observed lies approximately from 2 .50'
to 6 h magnetic local time and from 55 to 70 . The OOMLAT
portions of the high-latitude regions covered are illus- Fig. I. Portions of the northern and southern high-latitude
trated in Fig. I. Data for the areas not observed have regions in geomagnetic coordinates, which are observed
been estimated by interpolation of values from earlier by DMSP/F7. are shown with the solid and dotted lines.

and later local times on the same magnetic latitude. respectively.

The satellite attitude is fixed in a local vertical co-
ordinate system. The DMSP coordinate system is used
herein. It consists of (x, t', :) = (down, forward, cross- 3. DATA
track). The direction of travel makes this coordinate 3 1 Methd ojcalculaion
system approximately a local vertical system of
(down. north/south, east/west), especially when the The theory for our Joule calculations was given by
orbit track passes very close to the magnetic pole. RIcH et al. (1987). We calculate the height-integrated
Since the auroral oval is well approximated by a circle Joule heating rate for the portion of the E-layer on
centred slightly to the night side of the magnetic pole. the same field line as the satellite by calculating the
the i-axis is generally perpendicular to the oval and height-integrated conductivities and ionospheric cur-
to the plane of large-scale, field-aligned current sheets rents from DMSP data. The total conductivity is
and the z-axis is generally parallel to the current sheets, obtained from the conductivity created by measured

The magnetometer instrument (which is given the precipitating electrons and from a model of the con-
acronym 'SSM') is body-mounted and obtains 20 vec- ductivity created by EUV radiation. The ionospheric
tor samples per second with a resolution of 12.2 nT currents are obtained from the simultaneously
per axis. The magnetometer measures magnetic fields measured field-aligned currents and an assumption
from both geophysical and local spacecraft sources. that the majority of field-aligned currents are locally
By use of a geomagnetic field model and data filters, all connected by Pedersen currents. The method we use is
signatures except those from the field-aligned currents independent of the neutral winds, the actual currents
are removed from the data. The particle spectrometer flowing into and out of the ionosphere yield the effec-
(acronym 'SSJ/4') measures one ion and one electron tive electric field driving the currents (the electric field
spectrum each second, in 20 channels, logarithmically in the rest frame of the ionospheric plasma) instead
spaced in energy from 30 eV to 30 keV. The particle of yielding the magnetospheric electric field.
spectrometer has a fixed aperture looking vertically If all background levels are removed from the mag-
upwaid. Further description of the instruments is netic field data, then the magnitude ofthe field-aligned
given by RicH et al. (1985). currents, and in turn the Pedersen currents, should
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be proportional to the magnitude of the magnetic with the use of the polynomial technique is that
deflection vector. Unfortunately, removal of the geo- geophysically real deflections at very high latitudes
magnetic field using standard models leaves a residual in the polar cap are removed. Standard low-pass
of a few hundred nT, which varies slowly along the filtering techniques would have the same effect. After
satellite path. The residual is significantly larger in the removing the polynomial, the spacecraft 'noise' is
southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere eliminated by reducing the magnitude of all values of
due to the difference of geomagnetic survey data in AB, or AB, by 50 nT. For very low levels of activity,
the two hemispheres, especially near the poles. Also, this causes an underestimate of the Joule heating,
the removal of the spacecraft magnetic field leaves a but since Joule heat is proportional to the square of
random residual of a few tens of nT. A low-pass the magnetic deflections, the Joule heat during
Fourier transform was considered and discarded moderate to high auroral activity (AB > 300 nT) is
because it removed trends within regions of activity negligibly affected.
as well as trends due to errors in the model geo- In Fig. 2, we show an example of the application of
magnetic field. Instead, we fit the latitudinal variation this technique. We note that the magnetic deflection
of the magnetic deflection vector outside regions of outside the region of auroral field-aligned currents is
auroral precipitation and field-aligned currents to a clearly not zero and cannot be fitted by a straight line,
polynomial. The polynomial was then used to inter- especially the AB, component. The deviation of the
polate a baseline through the region of field-aligned baseline from zero or a straight line for the data shown
currents. This baseline was then subtracted from all in Fig. 2 is worse than most cases. In general, the
data in the high-latitude portion of the orbit to obtain deviation is greater in the southern high-latitude
the residual ABs. region than in the northern region. The baseline for

The procedure for finding the polynomial is as fol- the AB_ component in Fig. 2 might be slightly closer
lows: firstly, we calculate the average and root-mean- to a straight line than the polynomial fit if there is a
square (r.m.s.) for each 30 s section of magnetic field small, but real negative deflection in the polar cap
data. If the r.m.s. for a 30 s period is less than 20 nT region (943-949). We have chosen to define the
for AB, and 30 nT for AB., and if the geomagnetic deflections in the polar cap as zero instead of devising
latitude is within an acceptable range, then the average a method of estimating the small deflection vectors
values are used to calculate the polynomial functions there. This bias in our method has little effect on the
for AB,.(t) and AB.(t) for a polar pass. The definition global pattern of Joule heat since it is small in the
of an acceptable latitude range is an addition to the polar regions, but this bias does affect the average AB
method used by RicH et al. (1987). The acceptable in the polar cap and will affect future efforts
latitude range is from 11.0 to 2.0 equatorward of the to calculate field-aligned currents from the maps of
average equatorward boundary for ion precipitation, average AB.
and from 9.0' poleward of this boundary to the high- After correcting for the residual deflections in the
est latitude reached by the satellite if the highest lati- magnetic field data, the Joule heat at each second
tude reached is greater than 9.0" poleward of the ion along the high-latitude portion is calculated, and both
precipitation boundary. If the satellite's highest lati- the Joule heat and the magnetic deflection vectors are
tude for a pass is less than 9.0' poleward of the ion stored in a data base. Before the magnetic deflection
precipitation boundary, then acceptable latitudes are vectors are stored, they are rotated from a spacecraft
all of those poleward of 11.0" equatorward of the ion coordinate system to a geomagnetic, local vertical sys-
precipitation boundary. The equatorward boundary tem. In that system, one axis lies in the horizontal
of the ion precipitation is estimated for a given pass plane and points toward the corrected geomagnetic
by using the average maps of ion precipitation pro- north, and the other axis points toward corrected
duced by HARDY et al. (1989) and the K, level during geomagnetic east. This introduces a small error at
the pass. For regions longer than 120 s which do not high latitude because this coordinate system carries
meet these criteria, artificial average values are created the assumption that the geomagnetic field vector is
approximately every 60 s by a linear interpolation of radial. However, since the x-axis (vertical axis) of the
acceptable values on either side of the gap. This keeps magnetometer data has more spacecraft 'noise' than
the polynomial functions well behaved within a gap. the horizontal axes, we are introducing a small error
The polynomial functions are calculated by a least- in order to avoid a larger error. To match the magnetic
squares fit of the average values to an odd-ordered deflection vectors in the southern hemisphere with
polynomial of order 9 or less. The polynomial func- those in the northern hemisphere, we rotate the
tions are then subtracted from all the AB, or AB, deflection vectors in the southern hemisphere by 180
values in a high-latitude pass. A significant problem before placing them in the data base.
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Fig. 2. An example of the use of a polynomial to fit the very low frequency variations in the magnetic
deflections outside of regions of auroral activity. Both the data and polynomial are plotted. For the
polynomial, large symbols are plotted in regions where the polynomial was fitted to the magnetic data and
small symbol. in regions where the data were not fitted. The bottom of the large symbols marks the value
of the polynomial being plotted. All data are plotted with small symbols. The data were obtained in the
southern high-latitude region during a period when the geomagnetic activity index K, was 2 (moderately

low activity).

The data base for the Joule heat and deflection The results we present here were produced by corn-
vectors is sorted into 35 bins for magnetic latitude bining and averaging data from appropriate bins. In
from 55 to the pole, by 48 bins in magnetic local time, cases in which there might be a systematic difference
by 2 bins for the north and south high-latitude regions, between bins, we examined the bins separately before
by 4 bins for seasons, by 2 bins for Interplanetary combining them. For example, we started by sorting
Magnetic Field (IMF) toward and away sectors, and data separately for northern hemisphere spring and
by 7 bins of geomagnetic activity based upon the 3-h fall for each IMF sector and for southern hemisphere
K, index. The IMF toward (IMF B, > 0) and away spring and fall. We found no systematic variation in
(IMF B, < 0) structures are determined from a the North Pole spring and fall data for away sectors
Ivoting scheme' using solar observations, IMF when compared with South Pole spring and fall data
measurements and ground magnetometers. The in toward sectors. Similarly, comparing North Pole
results are shown in Fig. 3. On average, toward and summer months (May, June, July) for away sec-
away sectors correspond to IMF B, < 0 and B, > 0, tors with South Pole summer months (November.
respectively. During days when the Earth is passing December, January) for toward sectors, we found no
through a boundary in the IMF sector structure, the systematic variations. We show here only equinox,
F7 data are excluded from the data base. During summer and winter data associated with the appro-
days when the IMF B, component changes sign for a piate IMF sector. The annotation in the figures such
portion of a day due to a passing disturbance in the as 'North Toward+South Away' is an abbreviation
solar wind, the data are retained in the bin for the for a combination of northern hemisphere data during
IMF sector within which the disturbance is embedded. toward sectors of the IMF with southern hemisphere
A restriction to using only the IMP 8 data to specify data during away sectors.
the sectors instead of all three data sets would have
vastly decreased the usable data, resulting in fewer
bins with statistically meaningful results. The K, bins 3.2. Smoothing algorithm

are 0 to 0+, i - to I + ....5- to 5+ and 6- to 9. A final step in our data handling is to smooth the
The three seasons are chosen as equinox, winter sol- value in the bins to remove randora v-,riations in
stice and summer solstice ±45 days. adjoining bins due to a finite sample -;ze ani residual
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Fig. 3. Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) sectors determined from an analysis of ground magnetometer
data in the polar caps and of polar rain data for the period used in this report.

noise. The smoothing is done by applying the follow- like a ring and approximately overlays the auroral
ing algorithm: oval. There are maxima in the Joule heating rate near

VI, = [4 * Vi., + V, ,.+ i+ I., + ., + V,,1/8. the expected extrema in the high-latitude electrostatic
potential pattern (near 04 and 15 h magnetic local

If one of the neighboring points does not exist, then time in the auroral zone) and near the dayside cusp
it is dropped from the above expression and the divi- (near noon and 80 magnetic latitude). Most of the
sor is reduced by 1. For a second level of smoothing, data we show are for the geomagnetic index KI, index
the algorithm is applied again on the results of the in the range 3- to 3 + (displayed as 'K, = 3' in the
first smoothing, and so forth for higher levels of figure annotations) because it is moderate or middle
smoothing. The disadvantage of smoothing is that level activity. We also concentrate on the equinox
it spreads out the area having non-zero values and season because it represents half the data set and
decreases the magnitude of all values. We have found because it is midway between summer and winter.
that applying the algorithm three times provides a In Fig. 4, we show two separate groupings of the
good balance between the advantages and dis- Joule heating rate data according to the IMF sector:
advantages of smoothing. As mentioned above, bins the *away' (IMF B, <0) and the 'toward' (IMF
without data are filled by interpolating from data in B, < 0) IMF sectors. We have made this separation
bins on the same magnetic latitude, to look for the effect of the IMF structure upon the

Joule heating rates. Some effect might be expected,

4. RESULTS since the IMF tends to pull ionospheric plasma con-
vection from the noon meridian toward the morning

4.1. A'eraqe heiqht-interqrated Joule heatinq (in the northern hemisphere during IMF away see-

In Figs 4-6. we show typical contour plots of the tors-IMF B, < 0 and IMF B, > 0, on average) or
height-integrated Joule heating as a function of geo- toward afternoon (in the northern hemisphere IMF
magnetic latitude and local time as determined in this toward sectors-IMF B, > 0 and IMF B, < 0. on
study. The region of significant Joule heating is shaped average). However, Fig. 4 shows little difference in
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JouLe Heat
Kp = 3 Kpa 3 Equinox 84 + 85
Level 3 smoothing Level 3 smoothing
North away+ North toward+
Southr South

SI.OE-3 2.5E-3 * 5.OE-3 1 IO.E-3 W/m2

Fig. 4. Contour plot of average height-integrated Joule heating rate (W m 2) determined from all DMSPi
F7 data obtained during equinox for a moderate level of geomagnetic activity, K, = 3- to 3 +. The
smoothing algorithm has been applied to the data three times before being displayed. The contour levels
are from 10 x 10- 3to 1.0 x 10- 2 W m- 2. The geomagnetic pole is marked with a cross and the geomagnetic
latitudes of 80, 70 and 60 are shown: (a) plot annotated 'North Toward + South Away' represents equinox
data from the northern hemisphere during times when the magnetic field within an interplanetary structure
is pointed toward the Sun (IMF B, > 0) combined with data from the southern hemisphere for IMF away
sectors (IMF B, < 0) (see the text for the explanation of why these data sets are joined), (b) plot annotated
*North Away+South Toward' represents equinox data from the northern hemisphere obtained during
IMF away sectors (IMF B, < 0) combined with data from the southern hemisphere obtained during
IMF toward sectors (IMF B, > 0). On average, IMF B, < 0 when IMF B, > 0, and IMF B, > 0 when

IMF B, < 0.

the total Joule heat energy input pattern for the two zone for the K,, = 6 map is more spread out than is
sectors. There is a slight shift in local time of the generally true of any single high-active period, because
pattern as the regions of rapid convection shift in this mapping level contains a wide variety of very
response to the different magnetic stresses between the high, very dynamic energy flow into the auroral zone.
solar wind and magnetosphere for the positive and There is an anomalous region in the K, = I map in the
negative B,. The shift in the maximum heating in the afternoon sector at sub-auroral latitudes (magnetic
post-midnight sector is overemphasized by the filling latitude -62-67 . magnetic local time - 16-19 h).
and smoothing algorithm. Similar small changes in This region appears in maps for K, = 0 and I. but
the Joule heating pattern with IMF sector changes are vanishes for higher levels of geomagnetic activity. This
found for all other seasons and levels of geomagnetic anomalous region is an artefact of our baseline fitting
activity. procedure yielding an incomplete fit for satellite tracks

In Fig. 5, a comparison of the Joule heating pattern which pass obliquely through the auroral zone with-
for K, = I and K, = 6 demonstrates the variation in out reaching the polar cap.
the pattern of Joule heating with increasing geo- In Fig. 6, we show the Joule heating rates obtained
magnetic activity. As expected the total Joule heating at the two extremes in season. In the summer season,
and the maximum Joule heating rate increase and the heating rate near the dayside cusp is enhanced and
the equatorward edge of the heating zone expands the heating rate in the auroral zone (especially the
equatorward as geomagnetic activity increases. The evening auroral zone) is depressed compared with that
regions with the highest heating rates are within during the equinoxes and in the winter season. In the
regions of downward field-aligned current where the winter season, the heating rate near the dayside cusp
particle-induced increase in conductivity is minimal, is depressed and the heating rate in the auroral zone
The region of maximum Joule heating in the auroral is enhanced.
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JouLe Hoot

Kp- 6 Kp- I Equinox 84 1 85
LeveL 3 smoothing Level 3 smoothing
North toward + North toward+
Suth awayo w

o L.OE-3 & 25E-3 .5.OE-3 x 1O.E-3 , 30.E-3 W/m2

Fig. 5. Contour plot of average Joule heating rate in the same format as Fig. 4; (a) plot annotated K= 6"
represents data obtained during extremely disturbed geomagnetic times when K, = 6- to 9: (b) plot

annotated 'K, I represents data obtained during geomagnetically quiet times when K, = I - to I +.

JouLe Heat

Kp = 3 Summer 84 + 85 Kp : 3 Winter 84 + 85
Level 3 smoothing Level 3 smoothing
North toward North toward -t

a I OE-3 £ 2.5E-3 * 5.OE-3 x 1O.E-3 W/m2

Fig. 6. Contour plot of average Joule heating rate in the same format as Fig. 4 for a moderate level of
geomagnetic activity and data from the northern hemisphere for IMF toward sectors (IMF B, > 0) and
fron, the southern hemisphere for IMF away sectors (IMF R, - f)): (a) Joule heating rate during -,mmer
months-May, June and July in the northern hemisphere and November, December and January in the

southern hemisphere; (b) Joule heating rate during winter months.
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84 + 85 Equinox 84 + 85 Equinox
No smoothing Smoothing level 3

50 50
-- 200 . 200
) 0nT -) 800 nT

Kp =3 North toward + south away Kp 3 North toward + south away

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Vector plot of average AB determined from all DMSPfF7 data obtained during 1984 and 1985
during equinox for a moderate level of geomagnetic activity, K, = 3- to 3 +. The geomagnetic pole is
marked with a cross and the geomagnetic latitudes of 80, 70 and 60 are shown. Magnetic noon is at the
top of the plot: 0600 h is at the right. Vectors in the southern hemisphere have been rotated I8( in order
to match the vectors in the northern hemisphere. All data were obtained on days when the average IMF
was in a toward sector (IMF B, > 0. B, < 0) when northern hemisphere data were obtained in an assv.
sector (IMF B, > 0. B, < 0) when southern hemisphere data were obtained. (a) Plot of average vectors
only for bins with data and without smoothing data with adjacent bins, (b) Plot of average vectors after

filling in data by interpolation in bins without data and applying the smoothing algorithm three times.

4.2. A araqe naiqnetic deflections most of our data set. Examination of individual satel-

In Fig. 7a, we display an example of the average lite passes indicates many passes where the third cur-

magnetic deflection vectors without any smoothing or rent sheet on the poleward edge is missing or appears

adding of vectors in regions not observed. In Fig. 7b, to be thin (I or 2 in latitudinal width). It is possible

we display the same data after filling bins without d=t that the third current sheet is not as thin as it aoears.
and after three iterations of the smoothing algorithm. The thin portion of the current sheet is a region where
The smoothing process has a small effect on the mag- deflection changes rapidly with latitude and is co-
netic deflections in the later morning and early evening located with the poleward edge of precipitating aur-
sectors where the currents are well ordered and there oral electrons. There is often a region poleward of
is a wealth of data. The smoothing process makes the the thin current sheet where the deflection is slowly
pattern near the dayside cusp and cleft more orderly changing with latitude and there is only 'polar rain'
than the unsmoothed average deflections, but it does type precipitation. This region has been removed by
not change the basic character of the pattern. The our baseline fitting procedure, but it might be part of
pattern of deflections near the Harang discontinuity a downward field-aligned current carried by upward-
is not quite what would be expected from previous flowing, cold electrons.
studies. Other investigators have reported a zone In Figs 8-10, we present the average magnetic
between approximately 2000 and 2400 h where con- deflection vector for the same conditions as in Figs 4-
vection (Hall current) is westward (eastward) on the 6. The center of each vector is placed at the center of
poleward edge of the auroral zone and eastward (west- the magnetic latitude/magnetic local time bin used to
ward) on the equatorward edge. This is also observed calculate the vector. The size of each vector represents
as three zones of field-aligned current such as shown the size of the average deflection for that bin. A blank
by IIJIMA and POTEMRA (1976). This pattern is not region indicates either no data or an average deflection
in the smoothed data because it does not exist in whose magnitude is less than 15 nT. Since we are
unsmoothed data. Also, the expected 'overlay' in the averaging deflection vectors and Joule heating sep-
region of the Harang discontinuity is missing from arately, regions where the average vector is close to
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84 + 85 Equinox 84 + 85 Equinox
Smoothing LeveL 3 Smoothing leveL 3

50 50
-. 200 -*200Boo nT - 800 nT

Kp - 3 North away + south toward Kp =3 North toward + south away

(a) (b)

Fig. 8, Vector plot of average AB in the same format as Fig. 7. All data obtained when K, 3 - to 3 t.
(a) Equinox data from the southern hemisphere for IMF away sectors and from the northern hemisphere
for IMF toward sectors. (h) Equinox data from the southern hemisphere for IMF toward sectors (IMF

B, > 0) and from the northern hemisphere for IMF away sectors (IMF B, < 0).

zero will not have low values of average Joule heat if spheric conductivity were uniform across the high-
the variance is high. latitude region. Although the average high-latitude

The magnetic deflection vectors would be exactly conductivity is not uniform, in general it does vary
proportional to the ionospheric plasma convection slowly as a function of latitude and local time. and
vectors after rotating each vector 180 if the iono- thus the average magnetic deflection vectors are

84+ 85 84 + 85 Equinox
Smoothing LeveL 3 Smoothing LeveL 3

lid

- 50 50
200 200
800 nT 800 nT

Ko I North toward + south away Kp= 6 North toward + south away

(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Vector plot of average AN in the same format as Fig. 7. All data obtained during the equinox
seasons. (a) Data obtained during very low geomagnetic activity. K,. = I - to I +. (b) Data obtained

during very high geomagnetic activity ,. = 6- to 9.
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84 + 85 Summer 84 + 85 Winter
Smoothing LeveL 3 Smoothing LeveL 3

50 50
200 _. 200
800 nT POO nT

Kpz3 North toward + south away Kp 3 North away + south toword

(a) (b)
Fig. I0. Vector plot of average AB in the same format as Fig. 7. All data obtained during modcrate
geomagnetic activity. K, 3- to 3 +. (a) Data obtained during the summer seasons Nt) Data obtained

during the winter seasons.

roughly proportional to the average ionospheric region of the ionospheric projection of the dayside
plasma convection parameters. Because of the method cusp and cleft. When the IMF B, < 0 and average
we have used to find the baseline for the magnetic IMF B, > 0 (Fig. 8a), the ionospheric currents in
deflections. most of the magnetic deflections poleward the northern hemisphere polar cap are pulled to the
of the auroral oval are zero. Based upon a comparison morning side. and when the IMF B, > 0 and average
with patterns of the average electric field [e.g. IMF B, < 0 (Fig. 8b), they are pulled to the
HtPPNtR and MAYNARD (1987)], we expect in the afternoon evening side. The other notable change in
polar cap a nearly uniform set of magnetic deflection the pattern with the change in the IMF is the shift
vectors, with magnitudes of a few tens of nT pointing in the Harang discontinuity from the 2315 h MLT
sunward (anti-sunward plasma convection), meridian to the 2400 h MLT meridian in the northern

The magnetic deflections shown in Figs 8 10clearly hernisphere as the IMF changes from 'away' to
show the basic elements of the high-latitude, field- *toward'. This shift has not been commented upon as
aligned current system first described by IIJIMA and much as the shift in the noon pattern.
POTEMRA (1976). In the morning and afternooni Figure 8 also shows that the average morning and
evening auroral regions we find the anti-sunward con- afternoon/evening electrojets meet and turn poleward
vection region bounded by the pair of field-aligned between 1100 and 1130 h MLT instead of at 1200 h
region 1iregion 2 currents: near noon we find the as the IIJIMA and POTEMRA (1976) pattern showed.
currents associated with the dayside cusp: and near Most of this departure from the noon meridian can
midnight we find the reversal of currents and con- be accounted for by the 5 . or 20 min of local time,
vection velocity and the Harang discontinuity. With aberration angle of a radially outward solar wind due
the vast quantity of data used in this data set, we are to the orbital motion of the Earth.
able to create a much more detailed and quantified In Fig. 9, we show the effect of the change in the
pattern of the high-latitude field-aligned current than geomagnetic activity level upon the magnetic deflcc-
has been previously available. tions. As shown in Fig. 9a, the currents associated

In Fig. 8, we show the effect of the change in IMF with the dayside cusp decrease much less than the
B, component upon the average magnetic deflections. auroral currents as geomagnetic activity decreases.
This is the same as showing the effect of the IMF Also, the anomalous sub-auroral deflections in the
B, component. As expected from previous surveys afternoon sector which are discussed above are shown
of field-aligned currents, ionospheric currents and in Fig. 9a. As geomagnetic activity increases, the mag-
plasma convection, the most dramatic change is in the netic deflections and ionospheric currents in the aur-
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oral zones increase significantly and the equatorward would raise our estimates of Joule heat by 10-50%.
edge of the auroral currents and deflections moves The magnitude and distribution of the height-inte-

equatorward. For the KP = 6 level of binning, the non- grated Joule heating rates in this study are comparable
zero deflections in the night sector extend equator- with those obtained by other investigators. The study
ward of our lowest latitude bin, 55-56 . The poleward of Joule heat made by FOSTER et al. (1983) using

edge of the auroral currents and deflections changes Atmospheric Explorer C ion drift and precipitating
only slightly with changing geomagnetic activity. The particle data near the minimum in the solar cycle is

latitude of the dayside cusp/cleft deflections moves a similar to our study. It was also a global survey for
few degrees equatorward with the change in activity, all seasons and geomagnetic activity levels. Due to the

In Fig. 10, we show the effect of the change from smaller data set, they sorted the AE-C data into much

the summer season (with maximum solar-produced larger bins. They also found that the Joule heating
conductivity) to the winter season (with minimum was approximately co-located with the auroral oval
conductivity) upon the magnetic deflections. As and the dayside cusp. They found a local maximum
expected, there is a general decrease in the magnetic near the dayside cusp, but they could not resolve the
deflection and the resulting ionospheric currents as the summer/winter asymmetry that we have found. Also.
solar-produced conductivity decrease. The decrease is they could not clearly resolve :,,e local maxima in
less in the evening auroral zone than in the dayside Joule heating around the auroral oval. They did find
auroral zone and dayside cusp/cleft region. The that the results were more meaningful when Joule heat
location of the cusp/cleft region also moves a few was calculated from simultaneous values of conduc-
degrees equatorward as the polar region tilts away tivity and electric field (<Q> = <1p" E >) than from
from the Sun. This change in cusp location with season average values of conductivity and electric field
has been previously reported by BURCH (1972) and (<Q> = <Y,>KE2>). They also found that there was
by NEWELL and MENG (1989). The MLT meridian of not a meaningful difference between the patterns for the
the Harang discontinuity changes significantly with spring and fall seasons. Overall, their maximum Joule
season from near 2300 h for summer to something in heating rate was 3-6 mW/m 2 for low geomagnetic
the range of 0100-0300 h for winter. The uncertainty activity (KI 0-3) and was > 8 mW/'m - for high geo-
of the winter locations is due to sparseness of data in magnetic activity. We obtained slightly higher maxi-
that sector. mum heating rates because of our smaller bin size.

The study of HEEtS and COLEY (1988) is similar to
that of FOSTER et al. (1983) in that they used ion

5. DISCUSSION drift data to determine the electric field driving the
ionospheric currents. Using the simultaneous DE-2

The validity of our Joule heat results are dependent ion temperature data, they determined the local Joule
upon the validity of the assumptions that we have heatingin the F-layer between 350 and 550 km altitude
made in estimating ionospheric currents and con- averaged over all seasons, all levels of geomagnetic
ductivity from our particle precipiation and magnetic activity and all IMF conditions. The distribution of
field data. A study of Joule heating made by the inco- the F-layer local Joule heat shows a poorly defined.
herent radar station at Sondre Stromfjord, Green- high-latitude oval. There is a maximum in the local
land, independent of any DMSP data but simul- heating near 80 and 10-12 h MLT. When the ion
taneous with some DMSP passes (WATERMANN and drift data were combined with a model ionospheric
DE LA BEAUJARDIERE, 1990), indicates that our method conductivity, a clearly defined oval of height-inte-
is valid. The Joule heating derived from the two tech- grated Joule heating appeared, but there was no maxi-
niques are approximately equivalent. The radar mma near the noon meridian. There were maxima of
measurements of the EUV component of the iono- - 13 mW M -2 near 70 and 01 and 05 h. This pair
spheric conductivity indicate that our estimate of the of maxima is 30-50% larger than we obtained and
EUV component tends to be too high. This comes showed in Fig. 4. Since the DE-2 data were obtained
from our use of the 10 7-cm radio flux as an indicator during the maximum in the solar cycle when the solar
of the solar EUV flux. BARTH et al. (1990) have shown contribution to the conductivity was higher, we would
that the monthly averaged 10.7-cm radio flux is a good expect from the model of KAN and SUN (1985) (see
indicator of the Lyman alpha flux for moderate to below) that the DE-2 heating would be higher than
high solar activity, but overestimated the Lyman ours in the noon sector and lower than ours in the
alpha flux for the ,ame period of low solar activity as auroral zone. We have no explanation for the appar-
our data set. If the Lyman alpha flux tracks the total ent contradiction between our results and the DE-2
EUV flux, then we have made a systematic error that results. We do feel that further study of the Joule
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heating at the maximum in the solar cycle is needed ionosphere used by a dynamic model at the time
in order to make a comparison with the results at before the substorm, and our results for K, = 4 or 5

solar minimum, should be similar to the state of a dynamic model after

The studies by KAMIDE et al. (1986) and AHN et al. integrating over all time of the substorm expansion
(1989a,b) are similar to ours in that they determined phase.
the ionospheric currents and the ionospheric con- The change in the Joule heating as a function of

ductivity simultaneously. Their studies differ from our season is an interesting feature of our patterns. Joule
study and the Foster study in that their studies were heat energy deposition would also be independent
for particular times instead of being for all times. Both of season if it were co-located with the regions
studies showed maxima in the Joule heating near 05 of maximum particle-produced ionization where

and 16 h in the vicinity of the auroral zone which are E,,(e ) t> Yp(v). However, Joule heating tends to be
comparable with our results. Their maximum heating a maximum in regions of downward field-aligned cur-
rates tended to be higher than ours by approximately rent where particle-produced ionization is important
50% because they had not averaged their measure- but does not dominate. Thus Joule heat tends to he
ments over time and area. Both studies failed to show deposited in high-latitude regions which have higher
a significant region of heating near the dayside cusp/ conductivity in the summer than in the winter. KAN

cleft. Since we find a prominent magnetic deflection and SUN (1985) have considered how the ionosphere
in the noon sector for most satellite passes, we believe would respond to different types of voltage generators
that these studies missed this portion of the Joule in the magnetosphere. If the generator is a constant
heating. voltage generator, then the current and the Joule heat

Joule heating rates have previously been computed (I,2/14) flowing into the ionosphere would decrease
from models of ionospheric parameters. Ricti and with decreasing conductivity. If the generator is a
MAYNARD (1989) used the patterns of the convection constant current generator, then the current would be
elec ric field of HEPPNER and MAYNARD (1987) to- unchanged and the Joule heat input would increase
gether with the conductivity patterns of HARDY et al. as conductivity decreased. KAN and SUN (1985) indi-
(1987) to calculate patterns of Joule heat deposition. cated that a constant voltage generator must exist
The Joule heat pattern in Fig. 4 for 'North Toward+ on open field lines in the magnetosphere and that a
South Away' should be comparable with the Joule constant current generator must exist on closed field
heat for the Heppner-Maynard-Rich (HMR) model lines. From our results shown in Fig. 6. we conclude
DE (IMF B, < 0) and the 'North Away+South that the dayside cusp/cleft currents are driven by a
Toward' Joule heat pattern should be comparable generator on open field lines and that the auroral zone
with the Joule heat pattern for the HMR model BC currents are driven by a generator on closed field lines.
(IMF B, > 0). The magnitude of the Joule heating The shift in the magnetic local time of the Harang
rates reported here is very similar to those calculated discontinuity with changes in the level of geomagnetic
for the HMR models. The major difference is that activity and in the sign of the IMF B, component
the maximum heating for the dayside cusp moved has been discussed by previous investigators. For
significantly away from noon for the HMR models example, FOSTER et al. (1989) and SICA et al. (1989)
instead of being near the noon meridian as reported have observed changes in the Harang discontinuity
here. EVANS et al. (1987) made a calculation of Joule location due to changes in IMF B, similar to our
heat similar to the calculation of RIcH and MAYNARD observations. On the other hand, I-IEPPNER and MAY-
(1989) except for using the electric field model of NARD (1987) reported that their observations showed
FOSTER et al. (1986) based on data from the Millstone no evidence for a change in local time as a function
Hill radar and using the particle data from TIROS/ of geomagnetic activity and only a change in magnetic
NOAA. Their estimates of Joule heat in the auroral latitude with changes in the IMF B, component which
zones were similar to the other results mentioned they thought might be confused with a local time shift.
herein, but their calculations missed the Joule heating Our observations are clearly in disagreement with
in the dayside cusp region, since the Millstone radar Heppner and Maynard's conclusion. We have ruled
could not see that far poleward. out an error due to our statistical method by checking

KAN et al. (1988) used a simple, time-dependent a few individual passes with similar conditions except
model of the ionospheric response to a substorm. We for the IMF sector. The statistical maps of average
cannot compare our results directly with Kan's model magnetic deflections shown here are representative of
results or the results of any dynamic model due to the our original data. Since the field lines in the Harang
statistical nature of our results. Our results for K. = I discontinuity region map to flux tubes well within the
or 2 should be similar to the state of the auroral interior of the magnetosphere, we must conclude that
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the IMF sector affects the basic structure of the mag- 3. The magnitude of the field-aligned currents and
netosphere and not just the boundary. Joule heat in the region of the dayside cusp decreases

This survey provides a set of reference values for with decreasing conductivity. The source of the field-
future observations and for computer models of the aligned currents into/out of the dayside cusp region is
ionosphere, thermosphere and magnetosphere. The a constant voltage source, which implies that the
volume of data used provides a finer resolution of the source is on open field lines [KAN and SUN (1985)].
spatial variations, seasonal variations and variations 4. The magnitude of the field-aligned currents
with geomagnetic activity than did previous surveys, into/out of the evening sector is independent of
While we have shown only part of the results season; the Joule heat is a maximum in winter and a
here, the entire set of results is available to interested minimum in summer. The source of the field-aligned
investigators. currents into/out of the evening sector is a constant

source, which implies the source is on closed field lines
6. CONCLUSIONS [KAN and SuN (1985)].

5. The location of the Harang discontinuity as
As a result of surveying the magnetometer and pre- defined by the magnetic deflections changes in local

cipitating electron data from DMSP/F7, we draw the time as a function of season. It moves toward the early
following conclusions: morning in winter and mid-evening in the summer.

6. The Harang discontinuity in the northern hemi-I. The IMF sector has little effect on the total Joule sphere as defined by the magnetic deflections moves

heat input to the high-latitude ionosphere and causes tohere a ties fo the a way ectors me

only a small rotation in local time of the pattern. B > 0) than found during IMF B, toward sectors

2. The dayside cusp as defined by the magnetic (IMF B, < 0).
deflections and the Joule heating maximum moves Acknowledgenment-Analysis of DMSP data is supported by
slightly equatorward in winter; this 'dipole tilt effect' the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Task
has been previously reported. 231 IG5.
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